A double error dynamic asymptote model of associative learning.
In this article a formal model of associative learning is presented that incorporates representational and computational mechanisms that, as a coherent corpus, empower it to make accurate predictions of a wide variety of phenomena that, so far, have eluded a unified account in learning theory. In particular, the Double Error Dynamic Asymptote (DDA) model introduces: (a) a fully connected network architecture in which stimuli are represented as temporally clustered elements that associate to each other, so that elements of one cluster engender activity on other clusters, which naturally implements neutral stimuli associations and mediated learning; (b) a predictor error term within the traditional error correction rule (the double error), which reduces the rate of learning for expected predictors; (c) a revaluation associability rate that operates on the assumption that the outcome predictiveness is tracked over time so that prolonged uncertainty is learned, reducing the levels of attention to initially surprising outcomes; and critically (d) a biologically plausible variable asymptote, which encapsulates the principle of Hebbian learning, leading to stronger associations for similar levels of cluster activity. The outputs of a set of simulations of the DDA model are presented along with empirical results from the literature. Finally, the predictive scope of the model is discussed. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved).